
The PrimoLinear™ C-Series is specifically designed for 

limp, non-free flowing, or delicate products that will 

not move or may be potentially damaged with the use 

of vibration. Conveyorized models use motor-

operated belts that rotate from back to front, in turn 

moving the product from the hopper to the weigh 

bucket. 

Our 360 Operating Software has 

changed the way businesses manage 

their production. To the minute 

reporting, complete remote operation, 

and pre-stored software such as Crystal 

Reports™ allow for control and 

collaboration like never before. 
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Pneumatic gate increases overall accuracy by 

ensuring no additional product moves along 

the bulk pan.  

An open mechanical design leaves no small 

crevices for bacteria to hide. With tool-less 

removable contact parts, wash-down time 

decreases dramatically. 

Built independently from the floor frame, the 

PrimoLinear™ C-Series can easily be rolled

into a production line or mounted to auxiliary 

equipment.  

Our 360 Operating Software was designed to make weighing easy. Every feature was created and tested with the customer in mind. 

Years of research, development, and 1.4 billion bytes of code later, we have designed the most user-friendly and efficient scale in the 

world.  

Reporting tools include event logging & 

archiving of production results and uptime/

downtime, yield analysis, and unit cost. Cus-

tomize your data with Crystal Reports™ in 

any format for any information required. 

Free online support allows technicians to be 

available in real-time eliminating delay, 

downtime, and their associated costs. 

Easily configurable to send data, interface with 

ERP/MRP, the 360 Operating System also 

integrates with business software. It is 

seamless with any Microsoft software such as 

Outlook, Excel, Word, and Explorer.  Triggers 

and alerts can also be set up remotely to 

receive reports. 

The C-Series of conveyorized linear net-weighers is designed to weigh and dispense a variety of products into bags, containers, or cases 

while providing optimal clean-ability and serviceability. 



Stainless steel encased overhead IP-65 digital 

camera makes servicing easy. Connect in real-

time to watch remotely from any location. 

Designed to withstand the harshest 

environments; upgrade to the durable 

stainless steel control panel . 

The bar code scanner allows operators to pull 

up specific recipes with ease. 

 10 quart (10L) weigh bucket volume

 Separate bulk & dribble settings

 Foot pedal activated or automatic dump cycle

 Reads in one gram increments

 Fully adjustable dwell time for weigh bucket door
opening

 304 stainless steel contact parts

 Off-center load-cell with overload protection

 Air regulator, filter, and lubricator

 Quick clamp weigh bucket

 Flow controls on pneumatic door opening assembly
and bulk gate mechanism

 Complete stainless steel construction

Electrical 

 North American 110 VAC / 60 Hz

 International 240 VAC / 1 Ph / 50 Hz

 All other electrical specifications available
on request at additional cost

Air 

 North American 1 CFM / 60 PSI

 International 30 L / min / 4 bar

Weight Range 

 2 oz. to 10lbs (0.05 to 4.5 kg). Subject to product

density

Additional options available upon request. 
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